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Completely Revised and Updated edition of the best-selling Super Baby Food! The publication is
filled up with new recipes, fresh resources, and methods to connect with rapidly growing Super
Baby Meals communities online, all in an easy-to-navigate format. Parents know that you get just
1 shot to feed your baby right and Ruth Yaron offers been helping parents obtain it correct for
over 15 years. Ruth's book, Super Baby Food, is affectionately referred to as the baby meals
bible by over half of a million parents worldwide because it literally contains all you will ever
need to know about feeding a baby and toddler. That is definitely not your mom's powdered
white rice baby cereal. It features, for instance, a very special kind of baby cereal she phone calls
Super Porridge. Appear to be too much hassle? We are discussing organic, wholegrains and
legumes, blended and boiled aware of a bit of dietary yeast and/or tahini sprinkled in for a
supplementary nutritious touch. Ruth makes it simple and that's just one single reason it is really
Super Baby Food! The brand new edition is filled with the same sound guidance the publication
has always experienced, and supplemented with the most recent advice from the experts, like
the USDA MyPlate and American Academy of Pediatricians recommendations. 2014 Family
Choice Award Champion, Gold /1st Place champion Feathered Quill Award in the nonfiction
Informational Category, Gold Medal Winner of 2013 Mom's Choice Award in the Parenting
Health, Nutrition, Fitness & Security category.
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Easy and not frustrating. My children loved it! The assistance about arts and crafts and how
exactly to cut costs on those expensive materials is very sensible. I enjoy cook and was thrilled
to cook for our girl but was concerned about giving her the proper nutrition and cooking the
food properly. After reading Super Baby Meals, I realized that it wasn't all that tough and took
significantly less time than I had believed. The bases of SBF is the author's Super Porridge. For
those who have a food processor or blender it is very easy to make therefore much better for
your child than that flaky rice cereal. I've found those extra chapters to end up being very useful.
The author provides lot of detail about what foods you can feed your child, the best methods to
cook and prepare the foods and which foods you should stay away from because of potential
allergies.! She's now 11 months and is incredibly healthy, happy and loves to eat. One of the
best things about SBF is certainly that following meal plan pieces your child up to take pleasure
from foods that are best for them through toddlerhood and behind. The only thing I like may be
the idea of homemade food however the actual homemade meals can be easier and better
tolerated infants.! Excellent resource Wonderfully researched. It is now my number 1 gift for
new mothers. Perfect! Sets bases for nurtrition through childhood.! Excellent nutrition
information. I have bought this book again and again and once more. It's that great! Great Book,
but have to take it with a grain of salt This book have valuable information including a timeline
of which foods baby can eat at what age.! As with any publication about your baby, you need to
go with your personal instincts and what feels correct.However, the author does go a bit over
plank pushing organic meals and a vegetarian diet plan.! Damaged Great book, nonetheless it
came all damaged inside the box.The author is also extremely concerned about bacteria being
introduced to baby's food and goes to extreme measures to keep baby's food, utensils, etc,
sterilized, bleached, and in high cabinets from any human being contact. In case you have a
clean home and great hygiene, it is enough, but the writer makes the reader feel like keeping
baby in a bubble.Other than those two kinda wacky observations, this is a wonderful book. Great
book to begin with in feeding with great recipes This book is a superb reference for any
beginner parent when introducing solids. It includes a lot of breakdowns by month and also by
meals type. Appreciate the author’s approach.Overall I'd definitely recommend it for first time
parents! We aren't the type of family who make wheat germ birthday cake or consume tofu each
day, but Personally i think confident that -- through suggestions largely culled from this book --
my kids are healthy, both inside and out. I really like this book since it tells me just how to feed
my baby "from scratch". I know many reviewers believed there was an excessive amount of
detail in the publication, but I LOVE that facet of it. I'll never need another publication about
baby meals. My baby began with her first solids using Ruth Yaron's plan and she's healthful and
glowing with all the great foods we feed her. The book can be outdated (recommends providing
your baby fruit juice and outdated info on presenting allergens) and overly conservative. My girl
loves it! We were given this book by an excellent friend. I really like the ideas about birthday
celebrations and other kid activities. The book is more comprehensive than the title
indicates.Ms. Yaron really makes it easy to get ready the foods, buy the ingredients, and fill up
the freezer beforehand, so that the actual feeding time is stress-free. I know some reviewers
complained that the substances are too hard to find. I live in Beirut, Lebanon, and also here I can
find EVERYTHING I want. Some reviewers complained that the reserve was as well "pro-
vegetarian" or that some foods aren't launched at the right time. This didn't bother me because
I'm thinking about limited red meat in any case, and I use my doctor's recommendations along
with this guide. She said Fine to citrus at 8 months, and Okay to flaxseed, too. Both of these
sections of details made the purchase completely worth it if you ask me.What feels right to me



(and to the majority of others, it appears from the reviews here) is that this publication is a
mother's all-in-one guidebook to healthy eating for years and years. Not really thrilled with it.
The book contains great nutritional information in addition to a guide to new parents on how
best to organize period and uncomplicates the purpose of most parents -- providing your
children the best. And infants can have allergy to avocados and can't eat beans. I recommend
this book. You CAN feed your child a healthy diet plan and work full time! I think this reserve
provides nutritionally-mindful parents some great strategies for making sure children meet
almost all their nutritional requirements. To this day, my 4 year older vegetarian son, who's off
the charts in height and in the 90th percentile for excess weight, happily eats a funny brew we
produced up, using ideas out of this book, which includes flax seeds, tahanini and wheat germ all
in a single meal, and craves it whenever we eat out. The section talks about how come she
vegetarian, why meats is so awful for children and adults, and then shares 3-4 dishes that the
author hasn't actually tried. This publication gives suggested age groups for all sorts of fruits
and vegetables -- I had by no means considered feeding my infants celery until I noticed it in
this portion of the book. This book is a godsend! I simply wish I read it sooner! In addition, it has
excellent guidelines to help you decide how much meals to feed baby. The meat section is
completely worthless and doesn't have even a location in the reserve. I'm constantly referring
back again to the book as my daughter gets older and seeing what fresh foods I can introduce to
her each month. As an example it would say your child should eat "1-2 food cubes" you then
need to go reference how many servings are in a meals cube and then go reference how many
tablespoons are in a meals serving. ? 615 pages of information overload. Not well crafted. Who
has time for this? A little outdated. To be honest this book was just a little outdated, I'm not sure
if we got a mature copy. fantastic resource I've raised 2 healthy, happy children from infancy
using this publication as a guide. When I was feeding my infants, this book was my go to
resource for everything baby food.It can be a bit overwhelming when it comes to all the
information at once and the very detailed aspects of it. Don’t need to move all in. In addition, it
gives a short list of foods to bring in each month but then suggests giving your child entire
bagels and french toast, that are not on the list. In addition, it has great recipes for baby food
mixtures and toddler recipes. I still make “Super Baby Pancakes” even today and my children are
teenagers. ?? Frustrating and unhelpful This book completely over complicates moving your child
to solids. It is confusing, poorly laid out and frequently contradicts itself.Many reviews discuss
extra chapters detracting from the "food" facet of the book. In 600 pages, even simple queries
like how much should my 7 month old be eating are not answered in an easy way. It really is so
comprehensive and has really made me feel a lot more confident as an initial time mom! Can
modify recipes to save time. My six month previous can have french toast? And to adhere to
everything in this publication would become a full-time job. Would not recommend this reserve
to anyone. The just thing I love is the notion of homemade food but the actual ... Actually babies
need meat. I've seen the criticisms from fellow reviewers, and would just say that a) one book
shouldn't be the source of most details for everything, b) threat of allergic reaction could be
calaculated by looking at family history of allergies, and c) Yaron certainly will discuss allergies
and phasing fresh foods into your child's diet -- so relax everyone! So the suggestions in this
book can not work for everyone. Superb resource for mom's with brand-new babies!
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